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But as our society progresses, the need for better, more efficient power sources must be addressed. During that
year, the International Energy Agency held special attention toward hazardous scenarios. However, nuclear
energy damages the earth to an extent that could remain for several million years. The completed simulator
provided an interesting engineering experiment. But which side is right? In the case of the Chernobyl nuclear
reactor accident in , the calamity came as a complete and utter shock to the people involved. The debates on it
are mainly based along the lines of environmental, safety and security. And, I would also like to thank all
member of this course for valuable discussion and encouragement. To lower electricity costs for citizens and
businesses, the Unites States could increase its use of nuclear power. According to the Department of Energy,
the United States has invested 60 years of their time into nuclear power! This article goes on to say that
everybody in the area was evacuated and deaths were only results of the natural disasters and not the nuclear
leak. Such influences affect pressure retaining items of the plant including reactor pressure vessel, reactor
piping, bolting and threaded fasteners, steam generator materials and several other items 5. The steam then
turns a turbine to produce electricity. Energy resources such as carbon emissions are decomposable after
several years, yet nuclear energy appears to produce the greatest amount of damaging effects to this planet.
Nuclear power has been a great advance in the field of electrical production in the last fifty years, with it's
clean, efficient and cheap production, it has gained a large share of the world's power supply. It is widely
known that the main source of energy, fossil fuel, is being depleted and human population is constantly
growing Greenhalgh  It was composed of two major parts, a working model of the swimming pool reactor, and
a control panel which contained the control equipment. In this simulator emphasis was placed on simulating
the auxiliary heat removal system, in order to determine its capability to remove the after-shut down fission
and decay heat. Is nuclear power the future? Nuclear fusion is also an excellent energy source because it
produces no greenhouse gases or combustion products which are not radioactive. At the Third Nuclear
Security Summit held in Hague, Netherlands, in , the national president Xi Jinping pointed out that when it
came to develop nuclear energy, development and security were the priorities. But an important source of
energy is often overlooked, nuclear energy. This energy bindes the atom together and, when released, can be
used to produce electricity. A clean, renewable, and powerful energy source is needed to survive. After Three
Mile Island and Chernobyl occurred in and , respectively, public support for nuclear energy fell. The results
agree very well with the expected physical behavior of the plant. These were agreeably a few devastatingly
deadly and lasting disasters involving nuclear energy. The drawback is that it takes too much energy so we are
sticking to nuclear fission. There are many more safe and more reliable sources and ways to produce energy
that involves less risks. Nuclear energy is a process in which atoms are split, producing heat, which boils
water. The town of Pripyat, Ukraine, home to almost fifty-thousand people, was developing into a model city.
For many countries, nuclear energy is their primary energy source, such as France. Well, I believe it is, and
that we can avoid those risks altogether if we do it properly. Special purpose simulators have been developed
to solve the nuclear reactor kinetic equations which describe power levels. Air conditioners, computers,
televisions, microwaves, and many other appliances have become necessities for Americans. To prevent
limiting energy in the future, alternative energy sources must be developed. In nuclear fission, the nucleus
splits apart generating large amounts of energy. While the Chernobyl accident in did not trigger any decline in
the global nuclear-generated power in the following years, the Fukushima accident in did. From generating
billion kilowatt hours worldwide in , nuclear power accounted for 2, billion KWh in World Bank, n. Nuclear
energy is one of the most important alternative resources that the world can be used for. From cell phones to
cars to computers, every technological advancement of the last millennium is dependent on one basic
fundamental: the need for energy.


